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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
 
The Department of Architecture at the University of Kansas offers five different degree 
programs, each tailored to meet a specific need in architectural education.  The Ph.D. provides 
opportunities to engage in innovative, rigorous inquiry to advance the discipline; The Master of 
Arts, as a post-professional degree, offers students the chance to immerse themselves in an area 
of specialization; The Master of Architecture is the nationally-accredited degree program placing 
Kansans on the pathway toward professional licensure and may be entered at either the 
undergraduate (five-year) or graduate (three year) level; and the Bachelor of Arts is a liberal-arts 
based program introducing the discipline of architecture.  The department has an international 
reputation in design-build, sustainable practice including its award-winning Studio 804 (perhaps 
best known for its 5.4.7 Center in Greensburg, KS, pictured above), and a growing reputation in 
the areas of health and sustainability and globalized practice within both the professional and 
research realms.  Our curricula are shaped to provide students a rigorous academic foundation 
while allowing for great personalization in opportunities pursued, resulting in highly unique and 
desirable graduates.    
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Department of Architecture  
Academic Program Review 
 

1. Mission, Goals and Strategic Direction 
 
The department of architecture works within the vision established for the school: Architecture is 
the art and science of the thoughtful making of places for human use.  This involves functional 
accommodation and aesthetic expression that serve, enrich, and ennoble our society.  It is our 
educational purpose in the School of Architecture, Design and Planning to provide the 
foundation on which our graduates will practice this – with passionate commitment, creative 
energy, and independent thinking.   
 
In response to this vision, four goals have been set in place to guide decision-making during the 
current five year plan (2010-2015): 
Goal 1:   The department will foster an increased interdisciplinary perspective toward the 

built and natural environments and foster an integrated sense of the act of design 
through its teaching, scholarship and service. 

Goal 2:   The department will become a recognized leader in the intertwined areas of health 
and sustainability.   

Goal 3:   Given the emerging challenges of the 21st Century for architectural practice, the 
department will endeavor to foster understanding, dialogue, and reflection in the 
social and ethical dimensions of the discipline which will ultimately shape the 
nature of progressive practice. 

Goal 4:   The department will prepare its constituents to be effective leaders in the 
globalization of architectural practice. 

 
These goals have given rise to several strategic initiatives including: 

• Creation of an interdisciplinary Health & Wellness focus at both the doctoral and 
professional degree levels in such a way as to link, students, faculty and professional 
practice in a mutually advantageous manner; 

• Having the highest rate of participation in study abroad of any unit on campus through 
our required study abroad requirement with options including four different continents; 

• Development of an Associate Dean for Graduate Studies position to integrate graduate 
and research initiatives across the school. 

 
The department offers five different degrees, two offered at the undergraduate level and three at 
the graduate level: 

• Undergraduate Degrees 
1. Bachelor of Arts in Architectural Studies (4-year pre-professional degree) 
2. Master of Architecture I (5-year professionally-accredited degree with admission 

available to freshmen)    
• Graduate Degrees                                                      
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1. Master of Architecture III (3-year professionally-accredited degree for students 
possessing a bachelor degree) 

2. Master of Arts in Architecture (post-professional) 
3. Ph.D. in Architecture (terminal degree) 
 

The department receives approximately 700 applications each year for the 80 student placements 
in the two professionally-accredited degree programs.  These programs are highly competitive 
and have strong national reputations as indicated by our top ranking in the Midwest in 2007 
according to Design Intelligence.   
 
The graduate degree programs reflect the strategic direction of the department by coalescing 
around three themes: Design and Fabrication Processes; Health & Sustainability; and Cultural 
Responsiveness.  Our program is best known for its problem-based, service-learning, design-
build studio named Studio 804.  Studio 804 has won numerous national and international awards 
and in 2008 Studio 804 built the first LEED-Platinum building in the state of Kansas 
(Greensburg, Kansas).   It has become the pre-eminent design-build program in the world.  Our 
Health & Sustainability program is crafted around an inventive Health & Wellness internship 
model in which professional degree-seeking students are placed in seven-month internships in 
firms exploring these issues.  These students produce case studies for “data mining” by the 
faculty engaged in in this area of research.  Cultural Responsiveness is increasingly important in 
this increasingly globalized world.  Eighty-three percent of our graduates participate in 
study abroad and that number is rising.  Students may choose from 24 programs of varying 
duration in 16 different countries.  This approach to study abroad provides students an 
opportunity to truly personalize their learning experience here at KU.  Two of our junior faculty 
members have collaborated to create an inventive Winter Break study program in Asia in which 
KU students work with East Asian students on design projects.  Efforts such as these have led to 
the department having stronger ties across campus to programs such as the Center for East Asian 
Studies and the Center for Russian and East European Studies.  
 
Additionally, the department has set up two dual degree programs to further the marketability of 
its students.  The joint Master of Architecture/Master of Urban Planning allows students to 
explore the interconnection between architectural design and city planning policy and opens 
possibilities in the public sector.  The joint Master of Architecture/Master of Business 
Administration program positions students for management roles within design and 
construction firms.     
 
The department believes increased attention to issues of delivery process, of the ways design 
impacts health, well being and the productivity of society and the larger planet, and of cultural-
responsiveness in the design process will ultimately position KU graduates for leadership roles in 
the dynamic 21st Century.  These are the pressure points that confront a rapidly evolving 
profession and several of our junior faculty are engaged in the leading edge of inquiry in regard 
to these issues.  Their ability to translate findings into application for our professional-degree 
seeking students provides a strategic advantage for our graduates in pursuing leadership 
opportunities in practice.  
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2. Faculty Productivity and Quality 
 
The Department of Architecture has shrunk to 20 full-time faculty (6 full, 12 associate, 2 
assistant professors) and 23.8 FTE down from 28 FTE in 2006.  Of the 20 full-time faculty, nine 
hold doctoral degrees and seven hold post-professional degrees.  Nine full-time faculty are 
registered architects (of whom five also hold Ph.D.s).   The 20 full-time faculty are supplemented 
with three lecturers and eight adjuncts almost all of whom are practicing registered architects.   
 
KU’s Office of Institutional Research and Planning aggregates data concerning faculty in the 
departments of Architecture and Urban Planning.  This makes it difficult to break out statistics 
that pertain to such measures as workload and productivity for the faculty in Architecture.  
Instead, departmentally-generated statistics were used in creating the table describing Faculty 
Workload Distribution that was included in the department’s 2010 National Architecture 
Accrediting Board Report.  It is included here as Addendum 1.  It shows that the standard 
teaching load for full-time tenured faculty is 4 courses per year including two high-contact, time-
intensive 6-credit (12-hours/week of contact) design studios.  In some cases, as the table shows, a 
differential allocation of this teaching load is made based on variations in a faculty member’s 
research commitments.   
 
The standard teaching load in the department is challenging and it results in high productivity per 
instructor.  Over the past ten years, total student credit hour production within the Department of 
Architecture has grown by almost 29% from 10,016 in AY 2000-2001 to 12,901 in AY 2009-
2010.   During that time, graduate SCH has increased 82.7% while undergraduate SCH has 
increased 12.6%.  This reflects the transition toward more graduate-level instruction.  With the 
concomitant decrease in budgeted faculty, SCH/faculty/semester productivity has increased 
from 178.8 in 2000 to 268.75 in 2010 (a 50% increase).  It should be noted, as well, that 
Graduate Teaching Assistants play only a minor role in this high level of production accounting 
for less than 1.5 FTE of our total instructional resources. 
 
Even with a 17% drop in the number of full-time faculty, the department continues to average 
40-50 publications and usually 30 conference presentations annually (see Addendum 2: Total 
Publications and Creative Activities, 2004 through 2009). Due to the fact that a large number of 
faculty engage in interdisciplinary research, many of these publications are not only foundational 
to the architecture discipline, but are printed in a wide range of journals from The Journal of 
Environmental Psychology, to Baltic Studies Journal and The Gerontologist.  This expanse of 
publication venues extends the impact of our research into other disciplines.  Gifts, grants and in-
kind contributions are traditionally small in architecture, but such resource enhancement has 
increased significantly over the past three years and the faculty, particularly the junior faculty, is 
increasingly engaging in external grantsmanship (11 submissions in 2009 as opposed to 1 in 
2006). 
 
The full-time faculty has a mean age of almost 60, and is heavily tenured, yet has not had a 
promotion to full professor since 2001.  Together, these characteristics suggest a faculty that has 
not yet risen to the status commonly aspired by full-time university faculty members and has 
little likelihood of that possibility.  The architecture faculty is also only 20% female (only 1 of 
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the 6 full professors is female), reflecting a significant diversity issue arising from this older, 
male-dominated faculty.   
 
It is clear that our faculty is now in a transition stage with almost 70% having been at KU for 
over twenty years.  This continuity brings a wealth of experience, but also a culture of 
complacency that is resistant to innovation and change.  However, the new graduate-oriented 
focus of the department has resulted in several outstanding hires over the past 7-8 years that have 
coincided with many of the innovations discussed above.   
 
The chair has attempted to develop a faculty succession plan informed by the nexus of a) faculty 
attrition projections; b) substantive content areas; and c) emerging trends in the discipline.  
Professional architectural education is often categorized into five content areas: 
Composition/Representation, Building Systems, Human Use and Experience; Professional 
Practice; and History/Theory.  The department’s faculty succession plan involves a matrix in 
which faculty expertise is characterized in rows and the content areas to be covered in each 
particular class are identified in columns.  This allows the department to identify with 
retirements whether such instructional gaps may be met with current faculty resources or how 
such a position may best be redefined to meet instructional demands.  This information is then 
considered in light of current trends and how we may best serve students who seek to become 
leaders in the profession 20 years hence.  Such thinking has fostered the shaping of innovative 
notices of vacancy that have resulted in several highly productive hires over the past half dozen 
years.  In line with these practices the faculty as a whole has become more diverse and more 
productive than it was in the early part of this decade.     
 

3. Student Profile, Program Productivity and Quality 
 
On average, the department grants slightly over 100 degrees each year (see Addendum 3:  Architecture 
Degrees Granted, 2003-2009), of which seventy-five to eighty are accredited professional degrees.   Even 
with the rigorous 180 credit requirement in our five-year M.Arch., in which students need to average 17.1 
credits per semester plus one summer, our time-to-graduation hovers around 10.5-10.9 semesters to 
graduation for the 5-year degree; the four-year BAAS had a time-to-degree average of 4.7 years in 2009.  
This speaks to the highly competitive nature of admissions into our program and the high caliber of 
students that we admit and nurture in all of our degree programs.      
 
The four different degrees offered by the department differ in their learning outcomes and will be 
discussed separately below. 
 
Bachelor of Arts in Architectural Studies (BAAS) 
The BAAS is a 124-credit, non-professional degree that leverages the structure established by the 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences for defining the parameters of a Bachelor of Arts degree; in 
this case, requiring 70 credits of liberal arts foundation, 39 credits in architecture and/or related 
fields and 15 credits in interest electives.  The degree is shaped to afford students the opportunity 
to foster interdisciplinary connections between architecture and disciplines within the liberal arts 
and sciences.  The degree serves as a useful platform for pursuing graduate studies in 
architecture, but also in fields related to architecture such as law (construction law), acoustics, 
historic preservation, museum studies, urban planning and real estate. 
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Having gone through a recent curriculum revision, this degree program was modified based upon 
three desires: 1) maintain the traditional 70 credit general education foundation;  2) strengthen 
the architectural core of the degree (from 12 to17 credits); and 3) provide greater opportunity for 
students to pursue minors.  The core was redesigned to give students exposure to introductory 
courses in principles of design, theory and building systems.  The syllabi of these courses were 
reviewed for the match between material covered and the learning objectives of the degree 
program.   
 
Students entering the BAAS degree at KU carry academic records similar to those of the average 
KU student (see Addendum 4: Academic Characteristics of Undergraduate Students Entering 
Architecture Degree Programs, 2003-2007).  Their high school GPAs are in the A- range (3.4 to 
3.9) and their ACT scores hover in the mid-20s range.   Many apply to KU as high school seniors 
seeking admission to the M.Arch. I and because of the severe restrictions on admissions to that 
degree, many accept admission to the BAAS as an alternative path.   More than 100 applicants 
are considered each year for this degree, roughly two-thirds are admitted, and about one-third of 
those students enroll at KU (see Addendum 5:  Applicants, Admits and New Enrollments in 
Architecture, 2003-07).  The low yield is a result of the fact that most of the admitted students 
who don’t enroll at KU have highly competitive academic records and are normally offered 
admission to professional degree programs at a number of other schools.   Of the students who 
do attend KU and complete the BAAS, about 2 out of 3 are male, 45% are non-residents, and 9% 
are minority or international students (see Addendum 6:  Demographics of Enrolled Architecture 
Students, 2009). 
 
Master of Architecture (M.ARCH I and III) 
There are two paths to the M.Arch. degree: 1) a five-year, 180 credit curriculum for those 
admitted to the university following high school; and 2) a three-year, 118 credit post-
baccalaureate curriculum.  Both paths are accredited by the National Architectural Accrediting 
Board (NAAB).  NAAB standards currently set 34 Student Performance Criteria ranging from 
general objectives such as demonstration of critical thinking to specific criteria such as 
understanding the legal responsibilities of the architect.  In our recent accreditation visit 
(February 2010), the visiting team evaluated our program as meeting or exceeding all 34 criteria 
– a rare achievement in architectural accreditation and a point in which we take great pride.  The 
NAAB visiting team wrote that this degree has a “strong and innovative curriculum that has 
produced celebrated alumni, acclaimed faculty and unique pedagogy.”    Their report highlighted 
the strength of the curriculum in exhibiting critical thinking skills, graphic skills, collaborative 
skills, non-western traditions, sustainable design, building materials and assemblies, 
comprehensive design, and leadership.    
 
Students admitted to the 5-year M.Arch. I degree must advance through a highly selective and 
holistic admission process that examines academic achievement, indicators of talent in the visual 
arts, and personal qualities such as knowledge of the profession, drive, commitment, ability to 
manage oneself, work ethic, ability to communicate effectively, and so on.   The average GPA of 
admitted students falls from year to year in the 3.8 to 4.0 range (see Addendum 4).   Their ACT 
scores average in the high 20s, normally 4-5 points above the mean for KU freshmen.  Many are 
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valedictorians of their class or rank among the top 5 of their peers.   All share a very strong 
commitment to studying and excelling in architecture. 
 
Annual application totals for the M.Arch. I and its 54 open studio seats have ranged from 400 to 
620 in recent years.   Prior to 2008, we admitted approximately 33% - 40% of the applicants and 
had a yield of 50% - 60% each year (see Addendum 5).  As part of a strategic effort to grow 
graduate enrollments in our M.Arch. III, we capped our admissions to the M.Arch. I at 
approximately 70-75 students each year.  Since then, our yield has increased well above 66%.     
 
The students who ultimately enroll in the 5-year Master of Architecture degree at KU make up a 
bright and talented group.  Forty-five percent are female, 12% are minority or international 
students, and 63% come from outside of Kansas.  In coming to KU, these high-achievers from all 
over the world underscore the fact that many consider this to be a truly national school of 
architecture. 
 
Our graduate students in the M.Arch. III display similarly strong academic records and a great 
diversity of backgrounds. This program, which has more than doubled in size in recent years, 
admits about half of the applicants and enrolls roughly one-half of its admits (Addendum 5).  
The profile is similar to that of the M.Arch. I students: 41% female, 14% minority or 
international students, and 51% from out-of-state (Addendum 6).  The GRE is not required for 
admission to the M.Arch. III, but students must meet all Graduate School standards and they 
must pass a rigorous portfolio review in order to gain admission. 
 
Master of Arts in Architecture (M.A.) 
The Master of Arts is a post-professional degree offering students the chance to immerse 
themselves in an area of specialization.  The program is a 36-credit degree requiring course work 
in theory and methods pertinent to the student’s area of inquiry.  The remainder of the degree is 
highly tailored to the particular interest of the student and emphasizes cross-disciplinary 
coursework.    
 
The M.A. (Academic Track) is a new (2007), highly individualized program of study centered on 
the Lawrence Campus.  The degree track was implemented along with the school’s new Ph.D. to 
provide post-professional academic opportunities for students who desire more specialization but 
do not wish to complete a Ph.D.  At this point, a half-dozen students have started course work in 
the M.A. Academic Track and thus success would need to be measured in each individual case as 
to whether the students have completed the degree and their time to completion.   
 
The M.A. (Architectural Management Track) is also a 36-credit post-professional degree.  
Established in 1987 at KU’s Regents Center in Overland Park, the degree program moved to the 
Edwards Campus in 1991.   This track was originally designed to serve the unique business-
educational needs of practicing architects and design professionals in the Kansas City area.  In 
recent years, we have admitted a handful of international applicants whose professional 
backgrounds suggested a good fit. Two of these students were Fulbright Scholars.  
 
All courses in the Architectural Management Track are offered in the evenings and they are 
designed for working professionals.  Almost all students in the programs enroll in 3-6 credits per 
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semester and take, on average, 4 years to complete the degree.  Over 140 students have 
graduated in the Architectural Management Track of the M.A. Annual enrollments in the first 10 
years of the program ranged from 20 to 25 students, all part-time.  In 2009-2010, 19 students 
were enrolled in courses at the Edwards Campus and actively pursuing the degree.  Their 
enrollment accounted for approximately 1% of the architecture department’s total SCH. 
 
 Doctor of Philosophy in Architecture (Ph.D.) 
The Ph.D. in Architecture is a 49-credit degree program for students seeking to enhance the body 
of knowledge in the discipline of architecture. Because of this desire, Ph.D. students at KU are 
viewed as colleagues and collaborators with our faculty and as such, as valuable resources. The 
Ph.D. in Architecture program is designed to provide students: 

• an advanced understanding within a recognized knowledge category of architecture;  
• a concentration of specialized and advanced coursework that will create a context for 

robust inquiry;  
• the skills, attitude, and support necessary to conduct original research that advances and 

contributes to the body of knowledge within a defined area of specialization.  
The degree prepares students for careers in academia, consulting, practice-based research, or 
work in the public sector.  
 
The new (2007) Ph.D. program offers students three areas of emphasis within the broader 
domain of architecture: Design and Fabrication Processes; Health & Sustainability; and Social 
and Cultural Factors.  Outcomes of curricular quality include percent of admits completing 
degree, time to completion, placement in academia and Carnegie classification of placement (e.g. 
RU/VH v. DRU).  However, our first student just completed her comprehensive examination and 
proposal and thus these outcomes have not yet been able to be achieved by the program.   
 
Outcomes: Outreach and Engagement 
Our students are encouraged to develop an understanding of the social demands and 
responsibilities to which architecture must respond through a coordinated series of design studio 
experiences with a faculty of diverse backgrounds and interests. Based on a recent departmental 
survey, two-thirds of our alumni believe the architecture program encourages professional civic 
engagement.  Our 409 studio is charged with having students engage in collaborative design 
processes to design and fabricate an architectural intervention for a real-life client.  Through this 
process, an ethic of civic engagement is nurtured.  Projects have included three projects for the 
lower Ninth Ward in post-Katrina New Orleans; temporary refugee shelter in Africa; and 
ecologically-sensitive park development for the Kansas Biological Reserve.    
 
However, during the last academic year approximately 25% of all of our studios executed 
projects that had real-life clients.  Both client groups and project type varied significantly and 
occurred at various levels in the studio sequence.  Clients included:  

• Lawrence Public Library 
• St. Francis Hospital, Topeka, KS 
• Kansas Biological Survey 
• Westport, MO 
• West Bottoms Neighborhood, Kansas City, MO 
• Case Park (Friends of) in Kansas City, MO 
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• Johnson County Department of Facilities Planning and Management 
• Maison de Naissance (http://www.blurb.com/books/699991) in Haiti 

 
Studio 804, the Kansas City Urban Design Studio, and the Health & Wellness studio have all 
done projects that clearly reflect the social dimension of architecture.  Studio 804 typically 
designs and constructs moderately-priced housing for a community organization.  During the 
past three years, the students of Studio 804 have aggressively pursued sustainable design, 
resulting in the first LEED-Platinum building in Kansas (Greensburg, KS) in 2008 and the first 
LEED-Platinum residence in 2009.  In addition, Studio 804 is addressing affordability in a very 
direct way by targeting an eventual homeowner earning 80% or less of the area median income 
(AMI). We are working with Community Housing of Wyandotte County (CHWC), and the 
Prescott Neighborhood Group (PNG) in order to interact directly with the community in which 
we are working. 
 
Health & Wellness, an emerging capstone option, reflected its orientation by having its first 
studio develop an eye clinic design for Bangladesh.  In such a place, clearly the focus is on 
human performance and well-being, but here it was contextualized within a different culture 
whose values, habits and norms were transmitted to the class by a co-instructor – a former 
resident of Bangladesh.  Additionally, Health & Wellness students have worked on a birthing 
clinic in Haiti in association with a volunteer organization of medical professionals called 
Maison de Naissance.  Similarly, the Kansas City Urban Design Studio also typically works with 
neighborhood groups or other stakeholder groups in their design development.    
  
Society’s evolving concept of architecture is influenced not only by the education of future 
architects but by its own awareness and appreciation of architecture.  We are addressing this 
issue by making many of our introductory and elective courses available to other students in the 
university and we offer the nonprofessional BAAS degree with a major in Architectural Studies.  
Over the past two years, we have begun to co-sponsor events with other units on campus such as 
the Honors Program (co-hosted the Creativity series and held an architecture open house for 
honors students every other year), and the Hall Center for the Humanities (Bruce Mau Lecture).  
We have also continued a series of public lectures on architectural issues in Kansas City (jointly 
sponsored with Kansas State University and the University of Missouri-Kansas City).  We are 
currently in talks with the KU Medical Center to provide support courses in the area of 
environmental health for their public health initiative.  It is our belief that these efforts to 
increase the public’s awareness of architectural issues will help to create better clients and to 
increase the quality of future built environments. 
 
With our belief in engagement in the larger world, students are required to enroll in six credits 
worth of study abroad experience. Our emphasis on this issue is reflected by the fact that the 
architecture program has one of the highest rates of study abroad among all undergraduate and 
graduate programs in the university, with a current participation rate of 83% and a goal of nearly 
100 percent (we do allow students to petition the requirement based on exigent circumstances).  
Students may choose to enroll in our study abroad programs on four different continents 
which include summer programs offered rotationally in Paris, Siena, Spannocchia and South 
America; week-long options in Neukloster, Germany, and Rome, Italy; semester-long programs 
in Denmark (DIS), Australia (University of New South Wales, University of Newcastle-upon-
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Tyne, Deakin University), Japan (Temple University), Rome (University of Arkansas); and year-
long exchanges with Edinburgh College of Art in Edinburgh, Scotland, and with the Universities 
of Stuttgart, Karlsruhe and Potsdam in Germany. The Faculty are committed to the concept of 
exposing our students to the widest possible definition of architectural and social diversity 
through these foreign-study opportunities.   Experiencing another culture serves to broaden 
students’ experience and deepen their appreciation of their own society’s characteristics.   
 
We rely on internal evaluations and assessments in shaping our degrees and making curricular 
changes.  Our outcome assessments rely largely on the Assessment of General Education (2008).  
Positive success outcomes include study abroad opportunities and developing in-depth 
knowledge in one field.  Less positive success outcomes include expression through the arts and 
linking the physical environment to society.  Our guess is that in regard to these two lower-rated 
metrics which are used university-wide, architecture students probably arrive with greater 
expectations than other university students, hence the lower scores.   
 

4. Overall Quality  
 
Indicators of quality that the department relies upon to inform strategic planning largely arise 
through the process of external accreditation conducted by the National Architectural 
Accrediting Board (NAAB).  With our February 2010 visit, the program is pleased at having met 
every single Student Performance Criterion assessed by the National Architecture 
Accrediting Board (NAAB).  The NAAB report states that the curriculum has “exciting and 
positive design studio opportunities that address the emergence of architectural building 
technologies, sustainable practices, the culture of the contemporary office, and new material 
cultures.”  It lauds the architecture department’s community outreach efforts, its sensitivity to 
globalization and its curricular and extra-curricular offerings which foster leadership growth.  In 
short, the NAAB visiting team views the department as academically robust, innovative and 
strong, but constrained in terms of human, financial and physical resources.  It is a department 
that clearly makes the most of what it has.    
 

5. Advancement Plans  
 
As stated under “mission, goals and strategic direction,” the department has established four 
goals that guide its strategic vision for the next decade.  Each goal will be restated with 
appropriate metrics identified. 
 
Goal 1:  The department will foster an increased interdisciplinary perspective toward the built 
and natural environments and foster an integrated sense of the act of design through its 
teaching, scholarship and service. 
 
Metrics to be used in assessing this strategic initiative include the following: 

o percent increase in courses offered by architecture faculty or taken by architecture 
students integrating perspectives of other disciplines 
 goal: increase 25% by 2020 
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o percent increase in faculty scholarly efforts that are interdisciplinary in nature 
and/or published in journals outside of architecture 
 goal: increase 25% by 2020. 

 
Goal 2:  The department will become a recognized leader in the intertwined areas of health and 
sustainability.   

o percent increase in graduate students admitted to Health & Wellness option in 
Master of Architecture or Ph.D. in Architecture in Health & Sustainability area of 
emphasis 
 goal: increase 25% by 2020 

o percent increase in faculty scholarly efforts published in journals focused on these 
issues 
 goal: increase 25% by 2020. 

 
Goal 3:  Given the emerging challenges of the 21st Century for architectural practice, the 
department will endeavor to foster understanding, dialogue, and reflection in the social and 
ethical dimensions of the discipline which will ultimately shape the nature of progressive 
practice. 

o Percent of lectures in the lecture series dedicated to social and/or ethical 
dimensions 
 goal: 75% by 2020 

o Percent of professors of practice addressing social and ethical dimensions in their 
contemporary practice 
 goal: 100% by 2020. 

 
Goal 4:  The department will prepare its constituents to be effective leaders in the globalization 
of architectural practice. 

o percent of students participating in study abroad experiences 
 goal: 100% by 2020 

o percent increase in graduates securing professional opportunities abroad 
 goal: increase 25% by 2020. 

 

6. Evaluation of Future Progress  
 
In a broader strategic sense, the department is leading the School’s effort to move aggressively 
toward a greater emphasis on graduate education and research.  Offering a professional degree 
creates a nuanced condition in which faculty with greater abilities at the graduate level of 
instruction and in scholarship need to be balanced with the knowledge base of contemporary 
practice.  Thus, the department is moving in a direction in which future faculty hires will balance 
the hiring of tenure-line faculty whose emphasis will be on generating new knowledge to be 
brought in to the classroom with professors of practice who will bring their contemporary 
practice expertise into the classroom.  In this way, students will be well positioned to have an 
enriched sense of the evolving nature of the discipline.  Metrics to be used in assessing this 
strategic initiative are the following: 
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• rate of change in tenure-line faculty submitting for external grants and support 
o goal: increase 25% by 2020 

• rate of change in tenure-line faculty having a major publication annually 
o goal: increase 50% by 2020 

• percent of professors of practice, lecturers and adjuncts who are registered practicing 
architects 

o goal: 100% by 2020. 
 
Additionally, the department has a plan to place greater emphasis on graduate education and 
research to better align with the overall mission of the university.  In 2006, the mix of 
undergraduate to graduate enrollment in the department was 90% UG: 10% G.  Currently, our 
mix is approximately 70% UG: 30% G.  Optimally, the mix will be 60%UG: 40%G with 
approximately 300 undergraduates and 200 graduates and we are currently about three years 
away from achieving this mix according to our current plan.  Metrics to be used in assessing this 
strategic initiative are the following: 

• percent of student credit hours (SCH) produced at the graduate level 
o goal: 33% of total departmental SCH by 2020 

• percent of doctoral students supported on fellowships or other types of external support 
o goal: 25% by 2020. 

 
Finally, the department places great value on community engagement, as reflected above.  We 
believe this is of strategic value not only for the department and school, but also for the 
university as a whole when Kansans face significant challenges in this 21st Century.  The 
department therefore values faculty and student participation in problem-based service-learning 
activities.  A metric to be used in assessing this strategic initiative is: 

• percent increase in the number of service-learning opportunities provided to students 
each academic year  

o goal: increase 25% by 2020. 
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Addendum 1:  Workload Distribution for Faculty, 2008 (NAAB Accreditation Report, 2010, 
page 66).  
 

School of Architecture 
and Urban Planning

            
Normal 

Distribution of 
Faculty Effort 

(teaching, 
research, service) 

in department

            
Expected Course Load in 

department

Number Tenured 
Faculty in 

department

Architecture 50/30/20 4 course / year* 17

Faculty Members with 
Differential Allocation of 
Effort (list each by name 
on a separate row & add 

rows as needed) 

Differential Effort 
Distribution 
(Teaching, 

Research, Service)

             
Expected Course Load  per year 

for listed faculty member

Written 
Agreement on 

Differential 
Allocation (Y or 

N)

Judith Major 30/50/20 3 courses/yr N

Kent Spreckelmeyer 40/40/20 1 studios + 3 support courses Y

Shannon Criss 40/30/30 2 studios + 1 support course Y

Rene Diaz 60/20/20 2 studios + 2 support courses Y

Nils Gore 60/20/20
2 service-learning studios + 2 support 
courses Y

Steven Grabow 40/30/30 2 studios + 2 support courses N

Hobart Jackson 35/30/35 1 studio + 2 support courses Y

Bill Carswell 40/30/30 2 studios + 1 support course Y

Dennis Sander 40/40/20 2 studios + 1 support course Y

Note: differential allocation is documented during annual review process(expectations for upcoming 
year)

we have defined our traditional load of 2 studios and 2 support courses as being a 50/30/20 load.  This 
more accurately reflects the work load among the faculty.  
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Addendum 2:  Total Publications and invited Creative Activities, 2004 through 2009 
(NAAB Accreditation Report, 2010, page 64). 
 
 
  Books/   Exhibits/  
 Mono- Chapters Journal Comm- Grants Presen- Compe- 
 graphs in Books Articles issions Awards tations titions 
PROFESSOR: 
BENJAMIN, BEJU    0   0   0   0   0   6   0 
DIAZ, RENÉ   0   0   0   0   0   1   0  
GRABOW, STEVE   0   0   8   0   0   0   0 
LESNIKOWSKI, WOJCIECH   0   0 24   0   0   0   0 
MAJOR, JUDITH   0   0   5   2   2   4   0 
ROCKHILL, DAN   7   9 95   20 12 49   8 
SPRECKELMEYER, KENT   1   0   0   0   3   8   0 
 
ASSOCIATE: 
CARSWELL, BILL   0   0   0   1   2   7   0 
CRISS, SHANNON   0   1   0   4   4   5   0 
DIAZ MOORE, KEITH   2   2 10   2   3 24   0 
GORE, NILS   0   0   5   9   9   1   0 
JACKSON, HOBART   0   1   0 18   2   0   0 
L’HEUREUX, MARIE ALICE   1   4 13   0   6 18   0 
LUCKEY, DONNA   0   0   2   0   1   1   0 
PADGET, STEVE   0   0   1   1   1   2   0 
RASHID, MAHBUB   9   2   9   0 16 27   0 
SANDER, DENNIS   0   0   0   0   0   0   0 
SANGUINETTI, PAOLA   0   0   0   0   1   3   2 
 
ASSISTANT: 
CHANG, JAE   0   0 11   0 15 26   0 
SILVA, KAPILA   1   1   5   0   2 20   0 
 
 
Addendum 3:  Architecture Degrees Granted, 2003-2009 (NAAB Accreditation Report, 
2010, pages 62-63). 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
     2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
B.Arch   71 58 74 66 25   7 24 
M.Arch I  na na na na 53 60 42 
M.Arch III  12 14 10 13 10 17   9 
B.A.   25 19 29 12 13 10 22 
M.Arch (acad)   6   3   7   3   3   4   2 
M.A.   na na na na na   1   0 
 
Total            114        94      120 94      104 99 99 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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Addendum 4:  Academic Characteristics of Undergraduate Students Entering 
Architecture Degree Programs, 2003-2007 (NAAB Accreditation Report, 2010, pages 60-
61). 
 

Freshman Profile Information   2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 AVG 
Undergrad (B.Arch. or M.Arch. I)      
Average High School GPA   3.79 3.76 3.83 3.82 3.87 3.814 
Top 5 of High School Class   7 8 7 5 5 6.4 
Average Composite ACT   28 27 27 28 28 27.6 
Average English 
ACT    28 26 28 28 29 27.8 
Average Math ACT    28 28 28 29 29 28.4 
Average S.Sci. ACT    28 27 27 28 29 27.8 
Average N.Sci. ACT     27 27 27 27 27 27 
Average SAT 
Verbal    613 599 609 604 626 610.2 
Average SAT 
Math    637 633 647 645 609 634.2 
           
Undergrad B.A.           
Average High School GPA   3.58 3.41 3.5 3.38 3.83 3.54 
Top 5 of High School Class   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Average Composite ACT   23 23 26 24 27 24.6 
Average English 
ACT    24 22 27 24 27 24.8 
Average Math 
ACT    26 25 27 26 28 26.4 
Average S.Sci. 
ACT    21 22 26 24 28 24.2 
Average N.Sci. 
ACT     23 23 27 25 27 25 
Average SAT 
Verbal    520 516 565 487 567 531 
Average SAT 
Math    610 623 582 557 640 602.4 
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Addendum 5:  Applicants, Admits and New Enrollments in Architecture, 2003-07 (NAAB 
Accreditation Report, 2010, page 59). 
 
     2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 AVG 

Undergrad (B.Arch. or M.Arch. I)      
Applicants    414 439 506 435 491 457 
Admits     174 189 187 180 124 170 
Total Enrolled    76 102 96 108 70 90 
           
Undergrad (B.A.)*          
Applicants    113 130 131 98 162 127 
Admits     69 84 76 81 98 82 
Total Enrolled    16 36 22 22 34 26 
           
Graduate Professional (M.Arch. II or III)        
Applicants    61 62 78 66 68 67 
Admits     31 37 43 37 36 37 
Total Enrolled    16 15 17 14 18 16 
           
Graduate (Post-Professional)         
Applicants    6 8 11 10 17 10 
Admits     2 3 5 3 10 5 
Total Enrolled    1 3 5 2 7 4 
           
TOTAL ENROLLED   109 156 140 146 129 136 
           

*Includes B.Arch. or M.Arch. I applicants who were admitted to B.A. program    
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Addendum 6:  Demographics of Enrolled Architecture Students, 2009 (NAAB 
Accreditation Report, 2010, page 62). 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
   M.Arch I B.Arch  B.A.      M.Arch III 
Characteristics 
Gender: 
  Female  146    6  39  26 
  Male   177  17  65  37 
Origin: 
  Kansas  121    7  58  31   
  Out-of-State  191  15  44  27 
  International   11    1    2    5 
Ethnicity/Race: 
  Asian-Amer.    12    1    3    1 
  African-Amer.     7    1    1           0 
  Hispanic      5    1    3    3  
  Native Amer.     2    0    0     0 
  International   11    0    2    5 
  Caucasian  286  20  95  54 
 
Total   323  23           104  63 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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SUMMARY 

 
The Department of Architecture offers two degrees through undergraduate admissions (BAAS, 
M.Arch.), and three graduate degrees (M.Arch., MA, Ph.D.) with the Master of Architecture 
being a professionally-accredited degree program through the National Architectural Accrediting 
Board.  Linking these degree programs together is the department’s strengths in Design-Build, 
Health & Sustainability and Globalized Practice.  Our program is best known for its problem-
based, service learning, design-build studio named Studio 804.  Of particular note was Studio 
804’s 5.4.7 Art Center for Greensburg, Kansas, completed in 2008 which became the first 
LEED-Platinum building in Kansas (the highest standard in sustainable design).  Our health 
focus is now placing students in internship education opportunities with highly regarded firms 
across the country and graduates of this option are highly prized in the profession.  Recent hires 
have grown the department’s engagement in international issues such as study abroad options to 
four different continents, working on World Heritage Site conservation in Asia, and having 
internship options in places as diverse as Paris and Beijing.   
 
Faculty have a broad range of expertise exhibited in scholarly publications ranging from The 
Journal of Environmental Psychology, to Baltic Studies Journal to The Gerontologist and in 
interdisciplinary conferences ranging from the American Cultural Association to the 
Environmental Design Research Association.  Additionally, numerous faculty particularly 
lecturers, are engaged in award-winning professional practice with several receiving 
international recognition.  This mix of scholars and practitioners fosters in students an enriched 
sense of the evolving nature of the discipline in response to the challenges of this century.  Our 
faculty are succeeding in doing more with less as over the past ten years, the department has 
grown in SCH per faculty per semester productivity from 178.8 in 2000 to 268.75 in 2010 (a 
50% increase) and SCH growth is increasingly shifting toward the graduate level.    
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The department is highly competitive, with approximately 700 applicants for the 80 seats 
available, for the professional degree and increasingly applications are coming from far and wide 
illustrating the national reputation of the department.  In February 2010, the program 
experienced a successful accreditation visit in which every Student Performance Criterion 
established by the National Architectural Accrediting Board was either met or well met – a 
rare occurrence.  The accrediting team acknowledged the department’s strengths in design-build, 
sustainability, health and wellness and globalized practice.  Together, the high caliber of 
students, the robust faculty mix and the assessment of the accrediting team acknowledge the 
significant strength of the Department of Architecture at the University of Kansas. 
 
The Department of Architecture is also well known for its community engagement ranging from 
moderate income housing in Kansas City, Kansas, to shelters in the lower Ninth Ward of post-
Katrina New Orleans to birthing clinics for Haiti.  The faculty attempts to foster an ethos of 
bringing good design to everyone, for we realize that for the most compromised among us, even 
the smallest improvement may make all the difference in the world. 
 
The Department of Architecture has established four goals to guide decision-making during the 
current five year plan (2010-2015): 
 
Goal 1:   The department will foster an increased interdisciplinary perspective toward the built 
and natural environments and foster an integrated sense of the act of design through its teaching, 
scholarship and service. 
 
Goal 2:   The department will become a recognized leader in the intertwined areas of health and 
sustainability.   
 
Goal 3:   Given the emerging challenges of the 21st Century for architectural practice, the 
department will endeavor to foster understanding, dialogue, and reflection in the social and 
ethical dimensions of the discipline which will ultimately shape the nature of progressive 
practice. 
 
Goal 4:   The department will prepare its constituents to be effective leaders in the globalization 
of architectural practice. 
 
We believe that the topics of project delivery process, health, sustainability and globalization are 
the fundamental drivers of change in architectural practice as it responds to the challenges 
confronting global societies in this century.  The Department of Architecture is focused on 
preparing graduates who have a strong sense of social responsibility, who will bring good 
design to everyone and do so in ecological balance, and  who will be prepared for the 
challenges and opportunities of leadership that our changing world shall place before them.    
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